Estimation of initial dissolution rate of drug substance by thermal analysis: application for carbamazepine hydrate.
We have proposed a theory indicating the correlation between the dissolution rate and the heat of solution of drug substances. The initial dissolution rates of the drug substances containing amorphous were predicted accurately from their heats of solution. In this report, the possibility for the theory to estimate the dissolution rates of hydrate and polymorphs was examined using thermal analysis. The initial dissolution rates of carbamazepine dihydrate and polymorphs (forms I, II, and III) were measured by the rotating disk method. The heats of solution and the heats of fusion of samples were measured by microcalorimetry and Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC), respectively. The logarithm of the initial dissolution rate of the sample was correlated linearly with the heat of fusion as well as the heat of solution. The obtained correlation would be applicable for the quality control of the drug substances the contained hydrate and/or polymorphic forms.